To move beyond a bare taxonomy and pursue the more complicated questions, one must move beyond the surface features of NH-condensed in every handbook and defined at length in the introduction and several of the essays. One should draw a fundamental distinction.
On one hand, a pre-New Historicist Hegelian urge toward totality remains alive in most of the essays-all except Graham/Moore. Butler: "To affirm the Hegelian notion of history as dialectical appropriation of the past thought and action which recapitulates and realizes that past in the future is to affirm the historical actor-and the historian of that action-as a grand narrator...."I I do not mean to impute personal arrogance to the essayists, only intellectual overconfidence.
To a (wo) man (excepting Graham/Moore), the contributors believe that they can clearly perceive the way origins lead to ends. They believe that a logic of synthesis and contradiction rationally governs evolutionary historical change.2 The essayists adopt, silently, the position of a unified subject who can see and hold the whole of the past in a Hegelian embrace of a total history. On the other hand, a countervailing drive toward Nietzschean post-Hegelian genealogy operates unconsciously and as an unacknowledged sub-text through these essays. 2 Consider Sherwood, arguably the most experimental and playful of the four: "the 'authority' of the Bible ... evolves in a particular way" ("Rocking the Boat," p. 388); "Ever evolving, ever committed to survival, the biblical text shapes itself in response to cultural anxiety" (p. 396). She consistently implies that the Spirit of the Age determines the going reading of Jonah (a Hegelian habit widely denounced as "expressive causality theory").
